CELEBRATION-PDIL
PDIL celebrated Nation's 73rd Independence Day at its Corporate Office at Noida with patriotic fervour. The event began with hoisting of the National Flag by PDIL Dir (Fin), DS Sudhakar Ramahal.

Projects and Development India Ltd (PDIL) celebrated 73rd Independence Day with patriotic fervour. The event began with hoisting of the national flag by the director, DS Sudhakar Ramahal. The CMD, Partha Sarthi Sen Sharma paid tribute to the martyrs and congratulated the employees on PDIL achieving a turnover of ₹131.50 crore from operations of ₹19.50 crore and Profit after Tax (PAT) of ₹30.36 crore and dividend of ₹11.80 crore.
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Projects & Development India Ltd (PDIL) celebrated 73rd Independence Day on 15 August at its Corporate Office at Noida with patriotic fervour.

Here is how PDIL celebrated Independence Day
CMD PDIL, Partha Sarthi Sen Sharma congratulated the Employees on PDIL, achieving highest ever Turnover of Rs 131.50 crore and declaring highest ever Dividend to Govt. of India of Rs 11.80 crore in FY19
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